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Background: Recent research has indicated that autism is not a discrete disorder and that family members of autistic probands have an increased likelihood of exhibiting autistic symptoms with a wide range of severity, often below the threshold for a diagnosis of an autism spectrum disorder.

Objective: To examine the distribution and genetic structure of autistic traits in the general population using a newly established quantitative measure of autistic traits, the Social Responsiveness Scale (formerly known as the Social Reciprocity Scale).

Methods: The sample consisted of 788 pairs of twins aged 7 to 15 years, randomly selected from the pool of participants in a large epidemiologic study (the Missouri Twin Study). One parent of each pair of twins completed the Social Responsiveness Scale on each child. The data were subjected to structural equation modeling.

Results: Autistic traits as measured by the Social Responsiveness Scale were continuously distributed and moderately to highly heritable. Levels of severity of autistic traits at or above the previously published mean for patients with pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified were found in 1.4% of boys and 0.3% of girls. Structural equation modeling revealed no evidence for the existence of sex-specific genetic influences, and suggested specific mechanisms by which females may be relatively protected from vulnerability to autistic traits.

Conclusions: These data indicate that the social deficits characteristic of autism spectrum disorders are common. Given the continuous distribution of these traits, it may be arbitrary where cutoffs are made between research designations of being “affected” vs “unaffected” with a pervasive developmental disorder. The genes influencing autistic traits appear to be the same for boys and girls. Lower prevalence (and severity) of autistic traits in girls may be the result of increased sensitivity to early environmental influences that operate to promote social competency.
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Recent family, clinical, and epidemiologic studies have suggested that autistic disorder, as currently characterized in DSM-IV, represents the upper extreme of a constellation of deficits in social and communicative behavior that may be continuously distributed in nature. Autistic disorder is subsumed under the DSM-IV category, pervasive developmental disorders (PDDs), a group of disorders that are distinguished from other psychiatric disorders by the presence of (1) deficits in reciprocal social behavior, variously accompanied by (2) deficits in communication, and/or (3) repetitive or stereotyped behaviors. With the exception of Rett syndrome (a rare disorder caused by a point mutation on the X chromosome), PDDs affect males much more commonly than females (prevalence ratio, 4:1).

The DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for PDDs are focused on establishing the presence or absence of categorically defined symptoms in the 3 criterion domains just described. In doing so, they incorporate arbitrary judgments about the degree of deficiency that must be present for the criteria to be met. Difficulties inherent in interpreting the current diagnostic criteria for PDDs (especially PDD not otherwise specified [PDD-NOS], which is the most common type and involves atypical or milder autistic symptoms) have complicated epidemiologic research on these conditions. Recently, 2 epidemiologic studies that used screening and follow-up assessment of very large numbers of young children have placed the prevalence of PDD at about 60 per 10,000, which is higher than what had been inferred from previous research involving clinic-based studies and epidemiologic surveys.
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Most cases of autism follow an oligogenic pattern of inheritance, with heritability estimates of 0.6 to 0.9.\textsuperscript{4,9,10} Family studies and clinical reports have provided evidence for substantial genetic overlap among the 3 most common PDDs (autistic disorder, Asperger disorder, and PDD-NOS), but the studies have not been large enough to be conclusive about the magnitude of that overlap.\textsuperscript{11} Spiker et al\textsuperscript{12} reported that in a sample of 351 autistic siblings of 171 autistic probands, autistic symptoms were best characterized along a single, heritable, continuous severity dimension. Piven et al\textsuperscript{13} observed that mild (subthreshold) autistic traits aggregated in the nonautistic family members of autistic probands.

Given the evidence that there is a broad range of severity of autistic traits, that traits of varying levels of severity might share common genetic determinants, and that, to our knowledge, there are no previous studies of the prevalence of subthreshold autistic traits (autistic traits of a severity level that falls below the threshold for a diagnosis of a PDD), we undertook the present study. We were motivated in part by the possibility that even mild variations of autistic traits, if common, may be responsible for incurring considerable social impairment and cost in terms of public health. We examined the epidemiologic and genetic structure of autistic traits in a population-based twin sample that included same-sex and opposite-sex twin pairs. Exploration of the genetic structure of autistic traits in such a sample offered the possibility of gaining insights into the causes of such deficits and of the pronounced sex differences that are observed in the prevalence of PDD symptoms.

The method for conducting such a study depended on the development of a quantitative measure of autistic traits, since previously established autism rating scales had been designed to establish “caseness” in a clinical sense (ie, for ruling in or out categorical diagnoses of autism). For this reason, we previously developed and tested the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS).\textsuperscript{14} (This was formerly known as the Social Reciprocity Scale, but there was no change in content when the instrument was renamed.) The SRS is a 65-item questionnaire that has demonstrated the capability of distinguishing children with PDDs from those with other childhood psychiatric conditions and from normal controls.\textsuperscript{1} Although there are many different ways in which social development can be impaired as a function of psychiatric disorder, the SRS was designed specifically to tap social deficits (primarily involving reciprocal social behavior) that are inherent in PDDs (in contrast with those incurred by other psychiatric conditions). Social deficits ascertained by the SRS are generally unrelated to IQ,\textsuperscript{1,13} are highly heritable in males,\textsuperscript{2} and are influenced by genetic factors that are independent from those that influence psychiatric conditions outside the autistic spectrum.\textsuperscript{14} The SRS is advantageous for large-scale epidemiologic studies because it requires only 15 to 20 minutes to complete.

Items representing all 3 criterion domains for autistic symptoms (social deficits, communicative deficits, and restricted/stereotypic behaviors or interests) are included in the SRS. Although previous research in clinical samples has suggested the possibility that specific subdomains of the autistic phenotype (restricted/stereotypic behavior and age of onset of speech) may follow independent patterns of inheritance\textsuperscript{15} and that such elements may operate independently from one another over the course of development,\textsuperscript{16} other clinical and genetic data have suggested the contrasting possibility that the various symptoms of autism are attributable to a singular underlying deficit.\textsuperscript{4} Congruent with this latter possibility, factor analysis and latent class analysis of SRS data from population-based samples\textsuperscript{14} has failed (thus far) to demonstrate the existence of separable clusters of deficiency for the 3 criterion domains for autism. Rather, deficits across all 3 domains have appeared attributable to a single underlying continuously distributed variable, characterized by general impairment in reciprocal social behavior for which a single index score is generated by the SRS.

## METHODS

### SAMPLE

During 1999-2001, the SRS was completed by 1 parent (97% were mothers) on each twin of 788 twin pairs aged 7 to 15 years, randomly selected from the pool of participants in the Missouri Twin Study.\textsuperscript{17} In the Missouri Twin Study, twin births were identified from public birth records, and 68% of the twin births from each calendar year were randomly selected for contact. We traced 93.5% of families and completed a zygosity interview with 1 parent from each family. Initial behavior assessments of the twins from these families were obtained by mail, with a response rate of 60.7. A random sample of the responders was selected to complete the SRS and return it to the investigators by mail. The response rate for completing the SRS on both members of a twin pair was 84%. The sample consisted of 219 male-male pairs (91 monozygotic [MZ], 128 dizygotic [DZ]; mean ± SD age, 11.2 ± 1.8 years), 319 female-female pairs (177 MZ, 142 DZ; age, 11.6 ± 1.5 years), and 250 opposite-sex pairs (age, 12.0 ± 1.7 years). The sample was predominantly European American (by self-report), with 12.9% African American respondents and less than 1% of other ethnicity (by parent report) among participants. There were no significant differences between responders and nonresponders with respect to child’s age, sex, self-reported ethnicity, race, rural/urban residency, divorced/married status of parents, or median household income (as judged by 1990 census tract data).

### MEASURES

The SRS is a 65-item parent and/or teacher report questionnaire designed to assess autistic symptoms as a quantitative trait.\textsuperscript{1,13} It requires 15 to 20 minutes to complete. The instrument inquires about specific and observable elements of reciprocal social behavior (39 items), social use of language (6 items), and behaviors characteristic of children with autism and other PDDs (20 items), and it generates a singular scale score, as discussed in the introduction. Higher scores on the SRS indicate higher degrees of social impairment. The psychometric properties of the SRS have been previously described in reports of studies involving more than 900 children aged 4 to 18 years.\textsuperscript{1,2,13,14} Intraclass correlation coefficients for test-retest reliability (≤27 months) have been found to be about 0.80.\textsuperscript{1,13} Furthermore, interrater reliability of about 0.75 has been observed in comparisons of SRS assessments by mothers, fathers, and teachers.\textsuperscript{13}
DATA ANALYSIS

Following the implementation of descriptive statistical procedures, multiple linear regression analysis was employed to determine the extent to which age and sex were associated with SRS scores in the sample. Next, twin A and twin B SRS data were incorporated into separate variance-covariance matrices for all 5 types of twin pairs involved in the study (male-male MZ pairs, male-female DZ pairs, female-female MZ pairs, female-female DZ pairs, and opposite-sex DZ pairs). The data were then subjected to structural equation modeling (SEM) to determine the best fitting models of causation for autistic traits measured by the SRS. The results of model fitting for the male-male pairs have been previously reported. For female-female pairs, models that incorporated all possible combinations of additive genetic influences, dominant genetic influences, common environmental influences, unique environmental influences, age effects, rater contrast (indistinguishable from sibling interaction effects in this design), and rater bias were tested to determine the best fitting univariate model (see Hudziak et al17 for a more complete discussion of these types of models).

Structural equation modeling involves the use of path models that mathematically represent the totality of causal influences on the trait of interest. To quantify the degree of “fit” between observed data (in this case, separate variance and covariance statistics for MZ and DZ twins) and what would be expected from a given mathematical model of causality, the maximum likelihood method is employed and generates a goodness-of-fit statistic that follows a distribution. For any given model, a lower χ² statistic (and higher corresponding P value) in comparison with the χ² value for a model with 1 more or 1 less parameter represents improved goodness-of-fit over the latter. In general, more parsimonious models (with fewer variables) are favored over more complex models if their statistics for goodness-of-fit are similar. For all SEM analyses, we used the statistical software program Mx.18,19

Next, using all of the available twin data (including that from opposite-sex pairs), we examined the nature of discrepancies in the genetic structure of autistic traits between boys and girls by testing a series of sex limitation models. The first set of models that were tested incorporated only those parameters that were components of the best fitting models in the univariate analyses for male-male pairs and female-female pairs. These models, termed “common effects sex limitation models,” assumed that the salient genetic and environmental influences on autistic traits in boys and girls were identical but could differ in magnitude across sexes, as illustrated schematically for opposite-sex pairs in Figure 1A. A second set of models additionally assumed the presence of sex-specific genetic influences to account for variation in autistic traits between boys and girls, as shown in Figure 1B. A final set of models (scalar sex limitation models, Figure 1C) assumed that sex differences resulted from the effects of scalar amplification or dampening (in one sex) of the phenotypic manifestations of traits whose underlying causal influences were identical in magnitude across sexes. Calculations derived from these 3 sets of models represent the extent of genetic information on sex differences that is available from single-generation twin designs that include both same-sex and opposite-sex pairs (Michael C. Neale, e-mail communication, 2002).

RESULTS

The distribution of SRS scores, plotted separately for boys and girls, is shown in Figure 2. The mean±SD score

---

Figure 1. A, Common effects sex-limitation model (for opposite-sex twin pair). B, General sex-limitation model (for opposite-sex twin pair). C, Scalar sex-limitation model (for opposite-sex twin pair). For all path models shown, A indicates additive genetic influences; M, male phenotype (observed); C, common environmental influences; F, female phenotype (observed); E, unique environmental influences; L, latent phenotype; A, sex-specific genetic influences; and k, scalar coefficient. The subscripts m and f indicate that the model allows for the influence of the respective variable on the phenotype to vary in magnitude as a function of sex, and therefore, that separate variables for males and females have been incorporated into the model.
for boys was 35.3 ± 22.0 and for girls was 27.5 ± 18.4 (t_{1178} = 7.63, P < .001). Controlling for the effects of sex (which explained 3% of the variation in SRS scores), linear regression analysis revealed a minimal effect of age on SRS scores in this sample of 7- to 15-year-olds (age coefficient, −0.04; t_{1} = −1.79, P = .07). Using as a cutoff the previously published mean score for boys with PDD-NOS (101.5), 1.4% of boys and 0.3% of girls had SRS scores at or above this cutoff (Fisher exact test, P = .03).

Exploration of the genetic structure of SRS scores in boys and girls was next conducted to identify possible causal mechanisms for these sex discrepancies.

Twin-twin correlations and variance-covariance matrices are presented for each twin type (male-male MZ pairs, male-male DZ pairs, female-monozygotic MZ pairs, female-male DZ pairs, and opposite-sex DZ pairs) in Table 1. In computing the variance-covariance data, all raw SRS data were square root transformed to minimize skew and kurtosis, since SEM assumes normal distribution of data. Results of model fitting for the male-male pairs were described in a previous report; briefly, the best fitting model (in the same-sex pairs and opposite-sex pairs. Summaries of the results of our analyses for female-female pairs are presented in Table 3, sex disparities in the phenotypic manifestations of autistic traits in this sample are attributable to 1 of (or the combination of) 2 possible mechanisms, listed here in order of parsimony. The first is a mechanism in which sex differences are brought about by scalar amplification (in boys) or dampening (in girls) of causal influences that are identical in magnitude across sexes. This mechanism is represented by the kACE model in Table 3. The second (represented by the ACE ace and ACE aceY models in Table 3) is a mechanism by which boys and girls are differentially influenced by common environmental, unique environmental, and sibling interaction effects.

A summary of goodness-of-fit statistics derived from these analyses is presented in Table 3. It is important to note that within each sex-limitation paradigm, the models are hierarchically nested, such that it was possible to directly compare the fit indices (c^2, P, and Akaike information criterion) to determine which model fits best. Interpreting differences-in-fit indices across paradigms is less precise because in such comparisons, the models are not nested. The primary finding was that although heritability estimates for boys were substantially higher than for girls in the univariate analyses, there was no evidence for the existence of sex-specific genetic influences. According to the analyses summarized in Table 3, sex disparities in the phenotypic manifestations of autistic traits in this sample are attributable to 1 of (or the combination of) 2 possible mechanisms, listed here in order of parsimony. The first is a mechanism in which sex differences are brought about by scalar amplification (in boys) or dampening (in girls) of causal influences that are identical in magnitude across sexes. This mechanism is represented by the kACE model in Table 3. The second (represented by the ACE ace and ACE aceY models in Table 3) is a mechanism by which boys and girls are differentially influenced by common environmental factors, and to some degree, differentially influenced by a shared set of additive genetic influences.

**COMMENT**

We found that in the general population, characteristics of social behavior measured by the SRS are (1) com-
mon; (2) continuously distributed; (3) moderately to highly heritable; (4) influenced by the same additive genetic factors in boys and girls; and (5) exhibit no evidence of nonadditive genetic factors. The magnitude of genetic influences in boys was in close keeping with heritability estimates derived from twin and family studies of autism, the subjects of which have been mostly boys.1,4,9 The mean SRS score for girls was 25% lower than that for boys; 1.4% of boys and 0.3% of girls had levels of severity of autistic traits that were at or above the previously published mean score for boys with PDD-NOS. In comparison, a recent 4-stage community survey of young children in the United Kingdom found the prevalence of all PDDs to be 0.6%, with a boy-girl ratio of 4:1.7

The notion that the psychological characteristics measured by the SRS represent a specific domain of social development that is distinguishable from other domains of social or psychological impairment has been supported by several key findings from previous research. First, mean SRS scores for children with PDDs are more than 2 SDs higher than mean scores for normal children or for children with other psychiatric disorders.1 First, SRS scores are essentially unrelated to IQ1,13 and strongly correlate with DSM-IV algorithm scores from the Autism Diagnostic Interview–Revised, which is a research standard for establishing a diagnosis of autistic disorder.13 Finally, in the male twin pairs described in this study, social impairments ascertained using the SRS were found to be largely genetically independent from other domains of psychopathologic behavior.1,4 Only when the specific causal influences (both genetic and environmental) on subthreshold autistic traits (as measured by the SRS) are better understood and are distinguished from those of other domains of social deviance (eg, shyness, extraversion, sociopathy, personality disorder) will it be possible to better understand the relationship between the presence of subthreshold autistic traits and the presence or absence of other specific disorders of social development.

### Table 2. Structural Equation Modeling of Square Root–Transformed Social Responsiveness Scale Scores in Female Twins*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>ML $\chi^2$</th>
<th>$P$ Value</th>
<th>AIC†</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$A^2$ (95% CI)</th>
<th>$C^2$ (95% CI)</th>
<th>$E^2$ (95% CI)</th>
<th>$r_c$ Sibling Interactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-2.48</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.41†</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ACE, additive genetic (A), shared environment (C), and nonshared environment (E) model; AE, sibling interaction effects additive genetic and nonshared environment; AIC, Akaike information criterion; ML, maximum likelihood; NA, not applicable.

*This table presents univariate fit statistics and parameter estimates for the best fitting models. Models that incorporated parameters for dominant genetic influences, age, or rater contrast effects resulted in significantly poorer fit to the data. Univariate analyses of twin data from a single generation are not capable of distinguishing common environmental influences from rater bias effects. However, neither were found to be present in a previous sample involving male twins.2

†The AIC, defined as $\frac{2}{k} - \frac{2}{n}$, is a fit statistic that incorporates consideration of the degree of parsimony of the model. Lower values indicate improved goodness-of-fit. Values greater than 0.0 reflect a poor fit of the model to the observed data.19

‡Path coefficient was negative, indicating that this influence operates to lower Social Responsiveness Scale scores.

### Table 3. Fit Statistics for Structured Equation Modeling of Square Root–Transformed Social Responsiveness Scale Scores, Using Variance-Covariance Data for All Twin Pairs in the Study*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model†</th>
<th>ML $\chi^2$</th>
<th>$P$ Value</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$A^2$ (95% CI)</th>
<th>$C^2$ (95% CI)</th>
<th>$E^2$ (95% CI)</th>
<th>Sex Specific Y ≤</th>
<th>Scalar Coefficient k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best fitting common effects sex limitation model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACEace</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>-12.03</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.27-0.49)</td>
<td>(0.31-0.51)</td>
<td>(0.15-0.22)</td>
<td>(0.14-0.29)</td>
<td>(0.18-0.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best fitting general sex limitation model (sex-specific genetic influences)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACEace Y</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>-10.03</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.27-0.49)</td>
<td>(0.31-0.51)</td>
<td>(0.15-0.22)</td>
<td>(0.14-0.29)</td>
<td>(0.18-0.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best fitting scalar sex limitation model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kACE</td>
<td>10.46</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>-11.54</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.40-0.54)</td>
<td>(0.23-0.40)</td>
<td>(0.17-0.23)</td>
<td>(0.14-0.36)</td>
<td>(0.13-0.22)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ACE, additive genetic (A), shared environment (C), and nonshared environment (E) model (uppercase, girls; lowercase, boys); AIC, Akaike information criteria; ML, maximum likelihood; NA, not applicable; Y, sex-specific genetic influences.

*Data are given as standardized parameter estimates (95% confidence interval) for best fitting model in each category unless otherwise indicated. ACEace and AEace models had uniformly poor fit with or without the addition of sex-specific or scalar parameters; they are omitted from the sex-specific and scalar categories for clarity.

†The letter abbreviations in each row heading indicate which parameters were incorporated into the model whose fit statistics are presented in that row. In the kACE model, A, C, and E are constrained to be equal in magnitude between boys and girls. In the other models, boys and girls are allowed to differ in the extent to which they are affected by the same sets of causal influences.
As far as the causes of sex differences in these traits are concerned, we found no evidence to suggest the existence of sex-specific genetic influences. Rather, sex differences appear to arise from discrepant phenotypic manifestations of genetic and environmental influences that are common to both sexes. Two different models for these sex effects explain the data equally well. In one model, girls appear to be more sensitive than boys to common environmental influences that improve their capacity for reciprocal social behavior and thereby reduce the penetrance of genetic liability for autistic traits. The other model (of comparable goodness-of-fit) shows that girls experience a phenotypic dampening (in comparison with boys) of the genetic and environmental influences that operate to bring about autistic traits. This effect could potentially be brought about by the phenomenon of X-inactivation or by an imprinted X liability threshold mechanism. The latter fits theoretically with existing family data on autism and has been implicated in other neurodevelopmental disorders. It involves elevation of the threshold for phenotypic expression of a trait by a gene that is expressed on paternally transmitted (but not maternally transmitted) X chromosomes.

In one respect, the genetic structure for SRS scores differs from what has been previously reported for autism spectrum conditions in that we observed relatively high correlation coefficients for nonidentical (DZ) twins. This suggests that the sibling recurrence rate for autistic traits may be higher than the 5% to 10% inferred from clinical studies (in which the status of being affected is defined in a categorical sense). Le Couteur et al. and Bolton et al. showed that when diagnostic criteria were relaxed from a full diagnosis of autism to the “broader autism phenotype,” the DZ twin concordance rate increased substantially. The same may hold true if the criteria for ascertaining these deficits are relaxed even further to encompass the entire range of autistic deficits that occur in nature. This has important implications for genetic studies as well, since MZ/DZ concordance ratios greater than 2 (which we did not observe in our sample but which have been consistently reported in previous studies of clinically ascertained twins with autism) have been a primary reason for inferring the existence of epistatic interactions between multiple loci in autism.

Finally, the results of our study suggest that future research into the causes of autism (particularly genetic linkage studies) might be facilitated by measuring autistic symptoms as quantitative traits. Inclusion of less severely affected subjects would allow for the recruitment of larger sample sizes than have previously been obtainable in studies of categorically defined autism. Moreover, in discordant sibling pair designs involving boys, the SRS might prove particularly useful in characterizing unaffected siblings since there are minimal floor effects for the measure (individuals with extremely low levels of impairment are reliably identifiable). Thus, measuring autistic symptoms as quantitative traits might enhance the statistical power of genetic studies and avert the problem of misclassification, which can be particularly damaging to genetic linkage analyses. Two recent studies of autism that used research methods distinct from ours (a large clinical-family study and a study of autistic symptoms in adults) have provided compelling confirmatory evidence for the existence of a continuous severity gradient for autistic symptoms. This suggests that it may be arbitrary where cutoffs should be made for research definitions of “caseness.”

Potential limitations of the study are that it involved only twins, and that despite its large sample size, the CIs on parameter estimates for genetic and environmental influences were relatively wide. Genetically informative samples involving larger numbers of subjects across a wider range of ages and multiple generations will be necessary to definitively resolve questions about more complex mechanisms of inheritance than were testable using this design. Although we did not observe statistically significant age effects in this sample of 7- to 15-year-olds, developmental changes in the magnitude of social impairment may occur in severely affected children or in subjects outside this age range. To date, our research involving population-based samples of singletons has yielded highly similar findings to what were reported here in terms of mean SRS scores, minimal age effects in this age range, and continuous distribution of deficits.

It is important to keep in mind that this was a study of autistic traits rather than of PDDs. Level of functional adaptation, which is an essential parameter for the designation of any disorder, was not directly ascertained in this study (although we note that the wording of many SRS items implies impairment). Furthermore, it is not yet known whether the causal influences on the autistic traits that we ascertained in the general population are the same as those responsible for most cases of clinically defined PDDs, including autism. Family studies of clinically ascertained subjects are under way to explore this issue; previous studies have already shown that subthreshold autistic traits aggregate in the nonautistic family members of autistic probands. If this holds true in subsequent research, the genetic information from this study has direct relevance to understanding autism itself, as well as to the nature of consistently observed sex differences in the prevalence of PDDs. Even if the genetic underpinnings of subthreshold autistic traits turn out to be distinct from those of clinically defined autism, the former are important to understand from a genetic-epidemiologic perspective because of their prevalence and potential implications for social development in children in the general population. One important example of this is that the sex differences identified in this population-based study may relate to universally observed differences between boys and girls in broader aspects of social behavior. It is also conceivable that in certain individuals or in specific environmental contexts, subthreshold autistic traits might confer adaptive advantages.

In cases where the effects of these traits are deleterious, measuring the deficits through the use of quantitative measures may prove useful for predicting clinical course, sharing clinical information across disciplines, and monitoring the effects of specific treatments. Through such uses, it may be determined whether less severely affected children are actually more responsive to early interventions than their more severely affected counterparts. Our findings on the possible differential respon-
sivity of girls to compensatory environmental influences warrant future studies of the potential role of environmental interventions that might be applied early in the lives of all affected children.
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